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Pangea AC-14SE MK II Power Cable

• Designed for source components 

• Better transient response, lower noise floor 

• A combination of solid and Litz conductors 

• One large-gauge solid PCOCC copper center conductor 

• Six medium-gauge solid OFC copper conductors surrounded by six Litz 

conductors 

• Silver-plated copper braided shield 

• Designed specifically for wide-band delivery of power to line-level AV 

components 

• Specifically designed to enhance the performance of preamps,

CD players, DVD players, DACs, and other line-level components 

• Counter-spiraled conductors for superior noise rejection 

• Superior flexibility for easier installation 

• Lightweight design doesn’t impede the effectiveness of isolation devices 

• 24k gold-plated contacts for superior electrical contact 

• Special two-shot molded connector bodies protect vital AC connections 

for

 maximum current delivery and long life 

AC-14SE MK II Cable
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ความยาว IEC
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AC 14 XL MKII Power Cable

Features
-Reference power cord for source components
-Cardas Grade One Copper Conductors
-Improves transient response, very low noise floor
-Designed for wide-band delivery of power to line-level AV components
-Specifically designed to enhance the performance of preamps, CD players, Blu-ray players, DACs, and
 other line-level components
-Increased shielding (compared to AC-14SE)
-Improved cable geometry to reduce the background noise (compared to AC-14SE)
-DeathGrip™ IEC with massive gold-plated contacts which provide solid, secure grip on component's IEC
-Multi-stranded copper conductors for a net 14 gauge
-Two-shot molded connectors to securely seal the AC and IEC ends from damaging oxidation
-Proprietary cable geometry for reduced background noise
-Triple-layered shielding for reduced RF and EM interference
-Solid copper blades for the AC connections
-Screw-in/screw-out solid copper ground pin
-High grade IEC connector
-AC and IEC plugs now are clad in a beautiful gunmetal grey metal casing
-Cable jacket has a stealth-looking black and silverfish-grey finishLightweight design doesn't impede the
 effectiveness of isolation devices
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TUM
Typewriter
Affordable Reference Power Cable for Source Components, Now with Cardas Grade One CopperCustomer raves were pouring in for Pangea Audio's AC-14XL power cable. These top-of-the-line audio cables for source components sold incredibly well until suddenly the Japanese manufacturer of the high-grade PCOCC copper used in AC-14XL announced they were ceasing production.What to do? With the Japanese copper unavailable, Pangea Audio discovered another form of premium copper that was being produced by industry legend George Cardas, founder of Cardas Audio."Quite Simply the Best Copper on the Planet"The original version of AC-14XL used OFC, Long-Crystal Copper, Litz wire, and PCOCC copper conductors. The new MkII version goes a substantial step further, upgrading to a combination of 99.99% purity OFC copper, Litz wire, and - most important of all - no-compromise Cardas Grade One Copper, which George Cardas of Cardas Audio developed for his own premium cables.George's copper is mined in Arizona, then shipped to a New England factory where it is very S-L-O-W-L-Y drawn into conductors in a process that includes reduction annealing between steps to further purify and meld the copper into what George calls "the most amazing audio conductor I have ever experienced. It is quite simply the best copper on the planet.""The bottom line is that the best phono cartridges manufactured in the world, the best transformer winders, and the best cable manufactures in the world are converting to this smooth sounding Cardas Grade One Copper," George reports.Solid Copper Blades, Screw-in Ground PinWeeks later, Pangea received a message from Jay. "Last night, on my flight from Taiwan to Hong Kong, I got thinking about your new cable project. I want to use solid copper blades for the AC connections and upgrade to a screw-in/out solid copper ground pin. That will make the cable grip the AC receptacle tighter and make is easy for customers to cancel any ground hum [by removing the ground pin]."Months later, a box of sample cables arrived at Pangea Audio headquarters. They quickly plugged them in. Not only did the new cables solidly grip the AC receptacles, but they also very tightly gripped the male IEC end on the components. That was unexpected. Best of all, after only a few hours of break-in, the AC-14XL made the system sound cleaner and clearer than Pangea's best-selling AC-14SE. Background noise was further reduced. The system sounded more relaxed - which made the Pangea people relax, too.Jay called the office few days later. "How do they sound?" he asked. After receiving rave reviews, Jay said, "I'm glad you like them. I think they are killer even at a higher price." Then Jay explained, "I included a higher grade IEC connector I recently discovered on your samples. It has bigger copper blade contacts for a better connection. It will increase the price, but I think it's worth it." We've heard and tested them at Audio Advisor, and we wholeheartedly agree!DeathGrip™ IECOne weak link in the power chain that is often overlooked is the IEC connector. We had found a good one for our Pangea cables. It had large contacts and gripped firmly. Then Jay Victor discovered another IEC connector with massive gold-plated contacts that gripped a component's IEC better than anything he had ever seen."It's like a death grip," reported Jay. "We need to use it on our high-end cables." We agreed with Jay, and the DeathGrip™ IEC was born.Now Even Better Than Ever, Thanks to Cardas Grade One CopperAs great as the original AC-14XL AC power cable was, the new AC-14XL MkII is even better, thanks to the upgrade to Cardas Grade One Copper conductors. Give AC-14XL a try. You won't find any cable at anywhere near the price that offers this kind of level of performance.
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AC-9MK II Cable

Pangea AC-9 MK II Power Cable

• Designed specifically for high-current gear like power amplifers

• No-compromise Cardas Grade On Copper and 99.99% purity OFC conductor

• DeathGrip  IEC connector

• 7 -awg construction for optimized power delivery

• 5-way multi-gauge geometry for optimized 50 / 60 hz AC power

• Counter-spiraled conductors for Superior noise rejection 

• Double-shielded for optimized high-current noise isolation
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AC-9SE MK II Cable

Pangea AC-9SE MK II Power Cable

• Premium affordable AC power cable 

• Designed specifically for high-current gear like power amplifers

• No-compromise Cardas Grade One Copper and 99.99% purity OFC conductors for 

maximum conductivity

• Contains several time the amount of Cardas Grade One Copper as Pangea Audio 

AC-9 MK II power cable 

• DeathGrip IEC connector 

• 7-awg construction for optimized power delivery 

• 7-way multi-gauge geometry for optimized 50/60 hz AC power

• Counter-spiraled conductors for superior noise rejection

• Double-shielded for optimized high-current noise isolation

*27,500*

*22,900* 

*17,200* 

*13,800* 

*11,500* 

*9,600* 
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1 เมตร 11,900.-

AC-9SE MK II 20AMP Cable

PANGEA - AC-9SE MKII - POWER CABLE WITH 20 AMP PLUG
*Premium affordable audiophile AC power cable
*Designed specifically to deliver high-current power needed by audio amplifiers
*20-amp DeathGrip™ IEC ONLY for use with high-current gear that has a 20-amp IEC AC power inlet
*20-amp DeathGrip™ IEC with massive gold-plated contacts provides a solid, secure grip on component's IEC
*No-compromise Cardas Grade One Copper and 99.99% purity OFC conductors for maximum conductivity
*Contains several times the amount of Cardas Grade One Copper as Pangea Audio AC-9 MkII power cable
*Solid-blade 24k gold-plated copper AC contacts
*7-AWG construction for optimized high-current power delivery
*Seven-way multi-gauge geometry for optimized 50/60 Hz AC power
*Conductors consist of Cardas Grade One Copper, OFC copper, and Litz wire
*Counter-spiraled conductors for superior noise rejection
*Triple-shielded for optimized high-current noise Isolation
*24K gold-plated contacts for superior electrical contact
*Ideal for power amps and other high-current electronics
Note: Each Pangea cable is individually handmade to strict design specifications.

2 เมตร 17,700.-

"Quite Simply the Best Copper on the Planet"
The original version of AC-9SE used OFC, Long-Crystal Copper, Litz wire, and PCOCC copper conductors. The new MkII version goes a substantial 
step further, upgrading to a combination of 99.99% purity OFC copper, Litz wire, and – most important of all – no-compromise Cardas Grade One 
Copper, which George Cardas of Cardas Audio developed for his own premium cables.
George’s copper is mined in Arizona, then shipped to a New England factory where it is very S-L-O-W-L-Y drawn into conductors in a process that 
includes reduction annealing between steps to further purify and meld the copper into what George calls "the most amazing audio conductor I have 
ever experienced. It is quite simply the best copper on the planet."
"The bottom line is that the best phono cartridges manufactured in the world, the best transformer winders, and the best cable manufactures in the 
world are converting to this smooth sounding Cardas Grade One Copper," George reports.
"It is simply stunning how using a combination of space-age technology (reduction annealing) and ancient drawing process (diamond dies and a 
slow multi stage annealing) can result in such a refined product."
The combination of Cardas Grade One Copper, OFC copper, and Litz wire conductors makes the AC-9SE MkII Signature Edition an amazing 
component for the money, outperforming audiophile power cables that cost far more. So throw away the cheap, stock AC power cable that came
 with your AV component and make the easy, affordable upgrade to AC-9SE MkII. It will bring out the best in your system.
The combination of Cardas Grade One Copper, OFC copper, and Litz wire conductors makes the AC-9SE MkII Signature Edition an amazing 
component for the money, outperforming audiophile power cables that cost far more. So throw away the cheap, stock AC power cable that came 
with your AV component and make the easy, affordable upgrade to AC-9SE MkII. It will bring out the best in your system.
DeathGrip™ IEC
One weak link in the power chain that is often overlooked is the IEC connector. We had found a good one for our Pangea cables. It had large 
contacts and gripped firmly. Then Jay Victor discovered another IEC connector with massive gold-plated contacts that gripped a component's IEC 
better than anything he had ever seen.
"It's like a death grip," reported Jay. "We need to use it on our high-end cables." We agreed with Jay, and the DeathGrip™ IEC was born.
Seven-Way Multi-gauge Geometry
The AC-9SE MkII uses different wire gauges consisting of a combination of Cardas Grade One Copper, OFC copper, and Litz wire copper conductors.
Counter-spiraled conductors offer superior noise rejection, and the triple-shielded design provides high-current noise isolation. The large-diameter 
7-AWG construction boasts seven-way multi-gauge geometry optimized for high-current delivery of 50/60 Hz AC power. The solid-blade 24k 
gold-plated copper AC contacts provide superior electrical contact.
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Pangea Audio IEC-C5 Adapter

Pangea Audio’s IEC-to-C5 Adapter is an easy and incredibly affordable way 

of improving the performance of CD players, DVD players, cable and satellite 

TV boxes, and more. The cost of improvement is so low, you’ll be upgrading 

every compatible component in the house. All it takes is a better power cord 

and the Pangea C5 adapter.

Features:

• Heavy-duty IEC-to-C5 Adapter

• Female IEC end accepts any standard male IEC-terminated power cable

• Molded one-piece polymer body

• Heavy-gauge gold-plated copper conductors

• Gold-plated contacts

• Easy-to-grip design

• Choose standard or cryogenically treated model

C7 & C5 Adapter

Pangea Audio IEC-C7 Adapter

Pangea Audio’s IEC-to-C7 Adapter is an easy and incredibly affordable way 

of improving the performance of CD players, DVD players, cable and satellite 

TV boxes, and more. The cost of improvement is so low, you’ll be upgrading 

every compatible component in the house. All it takes is a better power cord 

and the Pangea C7 adapter.

Features: 

• Heavy-duty IEC-to-C7 Adapter

• Female IEC end accepts any standard male IEC-terminated power cable

• Molded one-piece polymer body

• Heavy-gauge gold-plated copper conductors

• Gold-plated contacts

• Easy-to-grip design

• Choose standard or cryogenically treated model

IEC C7 Adapter  
(Cryogenic) 

 
1,400.-/pcs 

IEC C5 Adapter  
(Cryogenic) 

 
1,400.-/pcs 

discontinue
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Pangea Audio  20 Amp to 15 Amp AC Adapter

• Heavy-duty 20 amp to 15 amp AC adapter

• Female IEC end accepts standard male IEC power cable

• Male IEC end plugs into a component with 20-A IEC AC cords

• Heavy-gauge gold-plated copper contacts

20A to 15a Adapter  
 

2,000.-/pcs 
 

discontinue
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